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The present state of knowledge regarding “regular” deformation bands (DBs) is reviewed in the light
of some recent observations on DBs in compressed polycrystalline aluminum. These are slablike
volume elements within which different selections of slip systems operate, always fewer than required
for homologous deformation, in opposition to the assumption that grains deform as units which are
common to all, the Sachs, the Boas and Schmid, and the Taylor/ Bishop and Hill models. The need
for a better integration of this knowledge with not only the origin of deformation textures but also
more generally with the theory of plastic deformation is pointed out.

I. INTRODUCTION—PRIOR EVIDENCE ON different tensile stresses from grain to grain. Hence, the
DEFORMATION BANDS Sachs model implies both strain and stress incompatibility

at grain boundaries.
A. The Four Most Important Models of Polycrystal Chronologically, the next important model was due to
Deformation Boas and Schmid,[3] who proposed that always the three

most highly stressed slip systems act simultaneously andTHE geometry and mechanics of single crystal deforma-
produce that lattice orientation in the grains which is stabletion in terms of glide on close-packed lattice planes in close-
under such triple slip. The stable orientations would corre-packed lattice directions, with the different possible slip
spond to the ^112& axis orientation produced by ^110& {111}systems selected in accordance with the highest resolved
double-glide in cubic crystals under tension. Yet, this modelshear stress, was well established even before dislocations

were discovered, as documented in the foundational book still does not solve the stress incompatibility nor the coher-
by Schmid and Boas.[1] We now know, of course, that the ency problem at grain boundaries, the latter since von
carriers of this kind of deformation are glide dislocations. Mises[4] had already shown arbitrary shape changes to
We also know that in glide they respond virtually instantane- require five independent slip systems. Accordingly, Taylor[5]

ously to resolved shear stresses above the level of the “fric- postulated that all grains deform homologously (the Taylor
tion stress,” t0, but respond very sluggishly, if at all, to model) and, like his predecessors, assumed that each grain
normal stresses, namely, via climb, which is negligible below deforms as a unit.
about one-half of the absolute melting temperature, TM /2. Taylor further proposed that the necessary five slip sys-

Initially, it seemed to be an easy matter to account for tems be selected so as to accommodate the imposed shape
polycrystalline deformation as the collective effect of the change with a minimum of slip summed over all activated
individual grains, each behaving much like a single crystal slip systems. This is the “Taylor criterion” or “minimum
under the same imposed stress, as done in the Sachs model strain criterion,” or (somewhat confusingly) also the “mini-
of texture formation.[2] Correspondingly, from the outset, mum work criterion,” since at a given flow stress, minimum
most of the relevant experimental and theoretical work was strain is equivalent to minimum internal plastic work. Albeit,
devoted to the simplest case, i.e., axisymmetric flow under in performing the numerical calculations for axisymmetric
uniaxial stress such as is approximated in tensile testing, flow as a function of lattice orientation in the stereographic
small-strain compression, wire drawing, or extrusion. How- standard triangle for fcc lattices with ^110&{111} slip, Taylor
ever, single- or double-glide deformation, as expected under found that the kind of symmetry required for five simultane-
tensile stress, cannot account for the shape changes that are ously acting slip systems in fact yielded six or eight equally
obviously necessary to maintain cohesion among the grains. favored systems from which to choose. He thus could not
Besides, attainment of the same critical resolved shear stress make a unique selection of the slip systems and, as a conse-
on the most highly stressed slip system(s) would require quence, for many orientations found two possible incremen-

tal lattice reorientations that could be combined to render
any intermediate reorientation. Worse, the internal stresses
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stressed slip systems, the most highly stressed must be
increasingly rotated away from their favorable orientations
and thereby their Taylor factors be increased so as to let the
Taylor factors of the initially less favorable systems rise.
Therefore, simply as a matter of geometry, it requires a
higher applied stress to simultaneously activate a larger num-
ber of slip systems.

In addition to this geometrical effect, there exists a physi-
cal, and generally still more powerful, reason why the flow
stress rises with the number of simultaneously active sys-
tems. This is the difficulty of intersecting active slip systems.
This has been known for some time, first through “overshoot-
ing” in a-brass type alloys (the so-called “planar-glide mate-
rials”) that was observed in the twenties.[9,10] Second, for
“wavy-glide materials” (comprising the great majority of
pure cubic metals under common straining conditions),
metallographically the impediment against intersecting slip
is intuitively obvious from the visual appearance that slipFig. 1—Taylor factors, M, for tensile testing of fcc single crystals, appro-
band intersections tend to be avoided, albeit by no meanspriate also to the Sachs model[2] for fcc polycrystalline specimens under

tension. completely. Third, as was established with good confidence
by means of electron microscopy, at slip band intersections
from moment to moment, one or the other of the bands
may be active but apparently never both simultaneously.[11]

Fourth, inactive slip systems work harden more rapidly than
active ones, as so dramatically manifested in overshooting.imposed strains and proposed that the active slip systems
This is the phenomenon of “latent hardening” that is alsoare those that have the highest resolved shear stress (the so-
present in wavy-glide, without overshooting. It typicallycalled “maximum work criterion”). For fcc, they also found
amounts to about 40 pct excess flow stress for intersectingthe same six or eight simultaneous slip systems rather than
slip systems but is (nearly) absent for coplanar glide, e.g.,five, as Taylor also had, and noted that Taylor’s minimum
Jackson and Basinski[12] and Wu et al.[13]strain (minimum internal work) and their maximum (exter-

Clearly, then, avoidance of local polyslip (a) is a pervasivenal) work criteria are the same at least for uniaxial strain.
characteristic of dislocation-based plasticity and (b) causesChin and Mammel[7] went on to show that the Taylor[5] and
an increase of flow stress with increasing number of simulta-Bishop and Hill[6] theories are entirely equivalent. While the
neously acting slip systems. It stands to reason, therefore,proof is complex, the indicated equivalence basically arises
that grains will not deform homologously but instead willbecause, say in tensile straining, the Taylor factor, M (the
break up into regions of one or two, here and there, perhapsreciprocal of the Schmid factor, m), relates shear strain, g,
three, simultaneously acting slip systems. Thereby, the totalto tensile strain, «, in the inverse way as resolved shear
elastic strain energy is decreased as the flow stress is loweredstress, t, to tensile stress, s, namely, as
through a decreased number of active slip systems but at

g 5 M« 5 «/m and t 5 s/M 5 ms [1] the expense of a lesser increase of the elastic energy of
local internal incompatibility stresses. As recently shown byNow, in both methods, the selected five (from the possible
Becker[14] and Dawson and co-workers[15,16] finite elementsix or eight depending on orientation) slip systems turn out
modeling of sufficiently small mesh size does indeed predictto have the same resolved shear stress, i.e., the same M
grain fragmentation during deformation of polycrystals. Avalues. Therefore, in the Taylor model, minimizing the sum
few years ago, corresponding evidence was discovered inof the shear strains maximizes the sum of the applied stresses

and thereby the external work input, i.e., under the constraint dislocation microstructures.[17] This was pursued and refined
that only the most highly stressed slip systems operate, as in terms of dislocation theory[18,19] without realizing the
in the Bishop and Hill model. Either way, the internal and connection to, indeed overlooking the existence of, “regular”
external virtual work are the same, as they must be, namely, deformation bands[20] (DBs), the principal topic of the pres-
s d« 5 t dg. ent article.

Regular DBs (as distinct from other forms of band-like
effects due to glide[20]) are slab-shaped volume elements

B. Effect of Taylor Factors and Avoidance of within which the number of active slip systems is too small
Intersecting Glide for homologous deformation and which are arranged such

that pairs or groups of contiguous bands together (nearly)It is highly instructive to compare the Taylor factors that
fulfill the Taylor criterion. On account of the different slipare predicted for axisymmetric flow by the three different
systems operating in them, families of deformation bandsmodels, as in Figures [1] through [3], relevant to the Sachs,[2]

have an overall unitary orientation, and the boundariesBoas and Schmid,[3] and Taylor[5]/Bishop and Hill[6] models,
between bands are true geometrically necessary boundariesrespectively, the last of these according to the computations
(GNBs). DBs are thus analogous to the “cell blocks” ofof Chin and Mammel.[8] As seen, with increasing number
References 17 through 19. However, first, cell blocks areof simultaneously acting slip systems, the Taylor factors

rise. Namely, in order to achieve a rising number of equally normally not slablike and, second, in TEM, it is impossible
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2—(a) Distribution of areas with the same three most highly stressed slip systems of slip planes (letters) and slip directions (Roman numerals) in fcc
crystals under tension. Using Schmid and Boas’s[1] nomenclature, B IV is the most highly stressed slip system throughout. The second and third systems
are, in order, a1: C I and B V; a2: B V and C I; b1: C I and A III; b2: A III and C I; c: B V and A III; and d: A III and B V (Fig. 3 of Boas and Schmid[3]).
(b) Schmid factors, m 5 1/M, along the periphery of the standard triangle above, namely, between [100] (symbol W1) and [110] (symbol I) at left, between
[110] and [111] (symbol A) in the middle, and between [111] and [100] at right. Except at [100] and [111], the averaged Taylor factors are moderately
higher than for the same orientations in Fig. 1 (Fig. 2 from Boas and Schmid[3]).

to reliably distinguish GNB due to different slip system deformation structure observed by TEM with the deforma-
tion bands observed under optical microscopy.selections on either side,[21] and from “incidental boundaries”

(IBs), meaning cell wall boundaries that arise through mutual Based on the preceding facts in terms of deformation
texturing, the different texture components are clearly thetrapping of glide dislocations.[21] Specifically, in wavy-glide,

because of ordinary work hardening, the DBs, like cell lattice orientations in the DBs, while the dislocation cell
structure in the DBs of wavy-glide materials causes theblocks, are subdivided by the “mosaic block structure,” i.e.,

by the IBs of mutually misoriented dislocation cells. It only “fuzziness” of deformation textures, which persists, and even
continues to increase, to the highest strains. And further, itgradually became clear that many previously presumed

GNBs are in fact mature cell walls.[22,23,24] To add to the is evidently not necessary that volume elements deforming
by a specific, or any particular selection of, active slip sys-complexity of the structures, note that throughout their evo-

lution from nucleation[23] until becoming grain boundaries, tem(s) have slablike shape or be arranged in some recogniz-
ably regular pattern. Therefore, in agreement withcell walls have a dual IB/GNB nature (Section 18 of Refer-

ence 25), although they are initially by far best understood References 14 through 16, many cell blocks (CBs) seen in
TEM will indeed have slip system selections distinct fromas IBs. In this connection, note that Duly et al.[26] have in

their study of deformation in Al-1 wt. pct Mg correlated the their neighbors and thus be surrounded by true GNBs (e.g.,
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Fig. 3—The Taylor factors for the five most highly stressed slip systems
Fig. 4—Deformation bands in a transverse section of polycrystalline ironrequired in the Taylor[5] and Bishop and Hill[6] models for homologous
wire reduced 30 pct by drawing. Dilute nitric etch. Magnification 100 timesdeformation in a tensile-tested fcc polycrystal according to Chin and Mam-
(Fig. 3 from Barrett and Levenson[28]).mel[7] (Fig. 2 from Chin and Mammel[7]).

as in Reference 47). However, as will be further discussed than the exception. In response, numerous modifications
and refinements have been proposed. In the framework ofin Section D, via TEM alone, these can hardly be distin-

guished from the presumably great majority of CBs that are homologous deformation, a principal subject of consider-
ation here has been possible rules for the selection of thenot of this kind.
five necessary from the possible six or eight in fcc metals.
Another important approach has used the “relaxed con-

C. Evidence on Occurrence and Properties of straint” concept. This approach permits deviations from
Deformation Bands homologous deformation, e.g., in the short directions of

grains that may have become pancake shaped or filamentaryThe reason for the initial failure of making the connection
between GNBs and DB boundaries was the, even now still through rolling or drawing, respectively. The DB evolution

may be accepted as a rather extreme form of relaxed con-pervasive, relative obscurity of the phenomenon of regular
deformation banding. This difficulty persists for two reasons. straints, but in the traditional models, by and large, the

concept that grains deform as units has been retained. In a(a) Since it is often assumed that optical microscopy is
a poorer means of investigation than electron microscopy, survey on rolled fcc metals, Hirsch et al.[33,34] considered

DBs (and twinning that is not dealt with in the presentoptical microscopy is frequently not performed. Even when
it is performed, deformation banding often goes un-noticed, article) but still assumed that grains retain different unitary

orientations and concluded that DBs “have no significantas it is not easily revealed through etching. (b) In spite of
its very evident impact on texture modeling, through the influence on texture formation.” However, more recently,

effects of inhomogeneous deformation of grains have beendecades, deformation banding has been largely ignored in
favor of the Taylor/Bishop and Hill assumption (shared by increasingly, and with increasing success, incorporated into

texture modeling. Albeit there is still much debate over thethe Sachs and Boas/Schmid models) of homologous defor-
mation of whole grains. This widespread neglect is most lack of quantitative agreement between the modeled textures

and those seen experimentally, as indicated in the manysurprising because the nature and important role of DBs in
plastic deformation and texture formation have again and examples cited in papers of the ICOTOM series of confer-

ences[35,36] and a recent book on the subject.[37]again been clearly recognized by eminent researchers. Fore-
most among them is Barrett and co-workers[27–32] who, partly Focusing, then, on the experimental evidence on DBs,

already in his early articles, Barrett pointed out that grainswith Levenson, performed extensive studies on DBs in iron
after compression[27] (up to 97 pct compressed) and after commonly split into DBs within which the number and/or

selection of simultaneously acting slip systems differed fromdrawing, swaging, and elongation in tension,[28] as well as in
compressed aluminum,[29] and with Steadman made similar band to matrix or neighbor band. Barrett also knew that this

number always fell short of requirements for homologousinvestigations on rolled copper.[30] An optical micrograph,
taken from Reference 28 and showing deformation bands deformation and that secondary bands could form in primary

bands. Further, in his review of early relevant work, Barrettin polycrystalline iron, is given in Figure 4.
Barrett summarized his findings in his book.[31, 32] He had pointed to the all-but-forgotten yet scientifically outstanding

articles by Pfeil.[38,39] From his 1926/7 observations on care-set out to test the predictions of the Boas and Schmid[3] and
of the Taylor model[5] and found them wanting. Indeed, fully, uniaxially compressed iron single crystals, Pfeil had

already discovered that slip took place on different slip sys-persistent discrepancies between the observed and theoreti-
cally expected deformation textures have been the rule rather tems within well-delineated bandings. In this connection,
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in conjunction with the surface imaging. These revealed the
^100& component to be represented by roundish, compara-
tively larger dislocation cells than the ^111& component. Very
remarkably, the near-^100& cells either formed narrow bands
between wider ^111& bands, the finest ^100& bands being
only one dislocation cell wide, or they were dispersed singly
or in small clusters in a matrix comprising other orientations,
e.g., ^013& and ^123&, but both morphologies constituted
parts of intricate patterns. Still, for neither component were
the orientations sharply defined but were scattered about the
ideal orientation according to the average misorientation
among the individual cells.

More recent studies of DBs have been performed in con-
nection with rolling or channel die compression of fcc met-
als, with particular emphasis on the experimentally observed
decomposition of the (100)[100] orientation. In a pioneering
study, Akef and Driver[48] considered variations of Aernoudt
and Stüwe’s[49] earlier relaxed constraints model of combina-
tions of complementary shears of opposite signs. By thisFig. 5—Etched transverse cross section of an aluminum rod extruded 90
means, they successfully analyzed and confirmed throughpct at 77 K from a ^111& single crystal revealing DBs in polarized light.

Magnification 45 times (Fig. 7 from Reed and McHargue[47]). experiment on (001)[010] and (001)[110] oriented aluminum
crystals that the orientation decomposition occurs through
DBs deforming with single and coplanar double glide,

Barrett expressed surprise that Taylor and Elam[40] missed respectively. As expected, in the latter case, the bands were
noticing the deformation bands in iron; even more surprising arranged with alternating sense of rotation. This work also
since their experiments were made on iron single crystals includes very interesting optical slip band micrographs, some
provided by Pfeil (acknowledgment in Reference 40). of which are remarkably similar to micrographs by Pfeil. In

Other excellent early studies of deformation bands have particular, Figures 5(b) and (c) by Akef and Driver[48] (our
been made by Ahlborn[41–44] on wire-drawn (up to 99 pct Figures 6(a) and 6(b)) resemble Figures 10 and 12 by
reduction of cross section) oriented single crystals of fcc Pfeil,[39] demonstrating that the patterns arise through slip
metals, including silver and gold[43] and copper, aluminum, system avoidance largely independent of the specific crystal-
and 15 pct-a-brass.[42] For most of these, Ahlborn docu- lography of the systems and thus specific Burgers vectors
mented clear patterns of DBs that reflected the crystal sym- involved. Maurice and Driver[50] further concluded for Al
metry, except that only traces of DBs were found in and Al-1 pct Mn that above 300 8C (0.6TM) the cube orienta-
aluminum. Importantly Ahlborn showed that the already tion was stable and DBs ceased to form in cube-oriented
mentioned characteristic ^100& 2 ^111& double fiber texture crystals. Above 300 8C, these crystals instead deformed in
of drawing, on account of which he made his studies, was stable cube orientation “by double slip on {110}^1-10& sys-
due to different families of DBs. A quantitative interpretation tems,” a claim which presumably will stimulate efforts of
of Ahlborn’s data[44] was achieved by Chin and Wonsie- verification by others. By contrast, “(001)[110] crystals
wicz[45] based on DBs. Their analysis abandoned the Taylor decompose(d) at all temperatures into deformation bands of
model of homologous deformation but retained Taylor’s complementary {112}^11-1& orientations.”[50]

minimum work criterion. Contrary to initial impression, this Other varied observations on DBs in connection with
combination of assumptions is not entirely automatic since, compression or rolling of large oriented crystals have been
as first pointed out by Chin,[46] DBs can theoretically arise reported by Tsuji et al.[51] on cold-rolled austenitic stainless
not only through too few slip systems, but also through steel with columnar crystals (Part I) and the resulting recrys-
variations in the selections of any five among the six to tallization structure (Part II); they were reported by Wrobel
eight possible slip systems. However, this case seems never et al.[52] for rolled copper crystals in cube and other orienta-
to have been observed. tions. Last, but not least, Lee and co-workers[53–59] published

Perhaps even more remarkable are the studies by Reed and a series of articles on rolled copper of two different grain
McHargue[47] on extruded ^100&,^110&, and ^111& oriented sizes as well as a brass,[56] also grounded on the model by
aluminum single crystals, again aimed at clarifying the origin Aernoudt and Stüwe.[49] For the case of copper, they could
of the ^111& ^100& fiber texture. An example of the DBs trace the four major rolling texture components to narrow
they observed in a ^111& single crystal extruded 90 pct at DBs parallel to the rolling plane and stacked in an irregular
77 K is shown in Figure 5. For the three single crystal order, in fact including almost certainly secondary banding
orientations chosen by them, their observed DB patterns in primary bands. They further achieved a significant
exhibited the expected fourfold, twofold, and threefold sym- improvement in the rolling texture model by assuming the
metries. But additionally, the DB patterns exhibited a more operation of only two slip systems per band.
detailed and overall regular morphology and relative posi-
tioning of the ^100& and ^111& fiber texture components than

D. Studies on Underlying Dislocation Microstructuresone would have expected. The patterns depended somewhat
and Lattice Reorientationson the extrusion temperatures of either 77 K or room temper-

ature, with a higher fraction of ^100& component at the lower The evidence presented previously strongly suggests, if
not proves, that all DBs are associated with multiple texturetemperature. In this case, some TEM micrographs were taken
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(a)

Fig. 7—Axis orientations of individual crystals in polycrystalline aluminum
tensile specimens with dislocation cell structures of type 1 (C), type 2 (●),
and type 3 (3) according to Hansen and Huang,[69,70,71] in relation to the
domains near [100] and [111] within which Ahlborn[34] observed the axes
of drawn fcc single crystals to rotate toward ^100& and ^111&, respectively.
For explanation of shading see text.

misorientation below 0.3 deg and averaging about 5 deg
ranging up to 23 deg, respectively, but lacking evidence to(b) what extent the latter might have been near an expected

Fig. 6—Optical micrographs of slip bands on (001)[110] oriented aluminum texture component and/or surrounded by true GNBs. In any
crystals: (a) compression face at « 5 0.15 with no indication of DBs; and event, the morphology was not bandlike.
(b) at « 5 0.5 revealing DBs (Figs. 5(b) and (c) from Akef and Driver[48]). In the same line, a wealth of detailed observations awaiting

further analysis and classification has been accumulated by
Hansen and co-workers,[63–71] almost all on cold-rolled or
compressed aluminum. In these articles, various connectionscomponents. But, are conversely all multiple texture compo-

nents associated with DBs? From the simultaneous cessation between microstructures, dislocation movements, mechani-
cal properties, deformation banding, and needed adjustmentsof deformation banding and texture splitting at 300 8C in

Maurice and Driver’s[50] cube-oriented compressed crystals, in texture modeling have been established, but no cohesive
picture has as yet emerged. Apparently un-noticed by theone might incorrectly conclude that this is so. However, the

discussed occasional distribution of ^100& cells or equiaxed authors, their observations strongly support the “LEDS prin-
ciple” and the “LEDS hypothesis,” the main tenets of the^100& cell clusters within ^111& surroundings in Reed and

McHargues[47] samples proves otherwise. As an apparently LEDS theory[22,25,72–74] to be discussed in Part II.
The indicated gap in cohesive interpretation is illuminatedintermediate case between these two extremes, in a study

of channel-die compressed pure aluminum single crystals by perhaps the most exciting part of the series, due to Hansen
and Huang.[69,70,71] They derived the tensile stress-straindeformed at between 473 to 773 K (0.5 and 0.8TM), Theyssier

et al.[60] observed slablike “cell blocks” of varying thickness curve and its dependence on orientation from the dislocation
structure. Herein the point of potentially great importancewith complementary alternating lattice rotations but did not

report DBs. is the classification of dislocation cell structures into three
distinctive types, dubbed types 1, 2, and 3, and their depen-Sooner or later the causes for one or the other behavior

will presumably be discovered through investigations on the dence on individual grain orientations relative to the tensile
axis in a polycrystalline sample (Figure 7). Comparisonevolution of dislocation microstructures independent of DBs.

In the line of succession of References 17 through 19, specifi- with Figure 13 of Reference 42 suggests that the three-
microstructure types are correlated with Ahlborn’s threecally Cizek et al.[61,62] have conducted some excellent rele-

vant work on the development of angular misorientations fields in the stereographic triangle, also shown in Figure 7,
one of them subdivided as indicated by shading. Ahlborn’swithin grains. From their study of the development of dislo-

cation boundaries in two individual grains of aluminum results pertain to wire-drawn (and by implication tensile-
tested) fcc crystals. The three fields in the standard triangleextended at 150 8C,[61] they concluded that higher-angle

boundaries develop gradually from cell walls but without of Figure 7 represent the following. (1) The region near the
^100& ⇒ axis rotates toward ^100&. This behavior appears toevidence which, if any, were true GNBs. In their follow-up

article using highly ^100& textured aluminum at 250 8C,[62] be correlated with Hansen and Huang’s type 2 microstructure
that is composed of roundish cells reminiscent of the ^100&again boundaries are classed into IBs and GNBs with angular
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component in Reed and McHargue’s work.[47] (2) Region the corresponding large-angle “geometrically necessary
boundaries,” it is possible that the boundaries between adja-near the ^111& ⇒ axis rotates toward ^111&. The correlated

microstructure appears to be Hansen and Huang’s type 3 cent DBs be formed of layers of dislocation cells of gradual
changing orientation, so as to accommodate the same angularcomposed of smaller, less-well-defined cells that are elon-

gated parallel to the most highly stressed 45 deg plane. (3) misorientation over some width. Such slablike regions
between DBs are called “transition bands” (TBs).The remainder of the triangle with, in Figure 7, a shaded

part extending from the ^100&/^111& line toward the center ⇒ The first example ever of TBs seems to have been
observed by Grzemba and Hu[78] in rolled cube-oriented ironinitial orientations, which split into ^100& and ^111& compo-

nents, and in the shaded region, but not outside of it, have crystals. The selection of Burgers vectors and arrangement
of walls involved therein were later shown to be in harmonyalready so split. The latter area is believed to be correlated

with Hansen and Huang’s bandlike type 1 microstructure, with the LEDS theory.[79] The great majority of observations
made on DBs in the literature give no evidence for transitionapparently delineated by the most highly stressed {111}

plane, while before splitting, type 3 prevails. bands. However, an outstandingly fine example, not just of
isolated, restricted TBs but of a continuum, was documentedIf verified by further observations, these correlations

would constitute a decisive advance in linking microstruc- by Lee et al.,[55,58] namely, in the form of a nearly sinusoidal
orientation variation in the B texture component parallel totures to lattice reorientations. Albeit, rather incongruously,

the authors[71] make the connection between their three types the rolling plane of copper.
of dislocation structure and lattice orientation via Figure 3,
i.e., via homologous deformation through the simultaneous
operation of at least five equally stressed slip systems. Simi-

II. OUR OBSERVATIONS OF DEFORMATIONlarly, in their theoretical analysis of the stress-strain curve,
BANDSthey use the M factors of Figure 3. However, the probable

correlation proposed by means of Figure 7 strongly suggests A. Experimental Conditions
that at any one time only one or two systems acted together

Judging from the brief literature survey in the previouslocally. Hence, the M factors of Figure 1 or those of the two
section, the majority of researchers in the areas of plasticmost highly stressed systems in Figure 2 would have been
deformation and dislocation structures are only peripherallyappropriate. Correspondingly, the M values in Reference 71,
aware of DBs, or at the least do not adequately connectand thereby the inferred tensile stresses, are presumably
evidence regarding DBs to their own research. Except foroverestimated by factors of up to 1.5. However, since good
researchers in the area of deformation texture modeling, theagreement between the experimental and theoretical data
prevailing opinion appears to be that DBs are a curiositywas found,[71] this discrepancy of Taylor factors was presum-
that for most purposes may be safely disregarded. In fact,ably compensated by some other error(s).
it seems that DBs have never been studied for their ownOf some lesser interest for the present article is a recent
sake, but rather because they were observed more or lessstudy by Zolotorevski et al.[75] By means of a novel X-ray
accidentally or in the course of deformation texture studies.method, these authors studied orientation changes within
Yet, as will be further discussed in Part II, DBs are of intenselarge grains of aluminum extended up to 15 pct. They
intrinsic interest, and they have far-reaching implicationsobserved nonuniform, small (up to 4 deg), and mostly unex-
for plastic deformation in general and prospect for successfulpected orientation changes. Partly, these suggest the develop-
constitutive equations in particular.ment of DBs. However, the resolution of the technique is

Our own interest in DBs stems from their incidental obser-limited by the X-ray beam diameter of a few tenths of a
vation in a study of the recrystallization behavior of twomillimeter, and no correlated TEM micrographs were
high-purity, low-concentration aluminum alloys.[81] Al-0.5obtained. Moreover, the results are probably atypical for
wt pct Cu and Al-0.5 wt pct Cu-1.0 wt pct Si, supplied bygeneral polycrystalline deformation, since the grains were
Materials Research Corporation in the form of direct chill-pancake shaped in a 1-mm thick sample, significantly
cast cylindrical billets (130 mm diameter and 110 mm high).smaller than the grain diameters in the plane of the sample.
They were received in the as-cast condition and homoge-Last, of fundamental relevance are the following: (a) the
nized in a circulating air furnace at 500 8C for 6 hours.conclusion by Fjeldly and Roven[76] that the relaxed con-
Samples of 1.0 cm diameter and 1.5 cm height were com-straints model (i.e., by implication DBs) describes the tex-
pressed to between 50 and 80 pct 1 reduction of heighttures of extruded Al-Zn-Mg alloy better than the Taylor
between lubricated parallel anvils, at ambient temperature,model; and (b) the fact that Vandermeer and Juul Jensen[77]

2196 8C (liquid nitrogen), and 200 8C, in a range of strainhave been able to arrive at a quantitative interpretation of
rates. For metallographic examination, the samples were cutthe recrystallization and growth kinetics of rolled copper by
across the midplane parallel to the anvils, polished withincluding preferential nucleation at grain and deformation
diamond paste followed by a colloidal silica solution onband boundaries.
microcloth, and then anodized at an applied voltage of 20
V for 30 seconds in a solution of 40 mL HBF4 in 760 mL

E. Transition Bands distilled water. The resulting etch is invisible under ordinary
illumination but reveals grains and deformation bands whenJust as it is not necessary that segregation of complemen-

tary slip system selections assume the morphology of parallel viewed between crossed polarizer/analyzer pairs.
Several micrographs of the observed deformation bandslabs, thereby forming DBs, so also it is not necessary that

the boundaries between the complementary volume elements structures have been presented in previous articles.[20,81] Fig-
ures 8 through 11 give additional examples among an unfor-of a deformation band structure be sharp. Rather, instead of

an abrupt change of angular orientation, accommodated by tunately too restricted selection. This happened because the
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Fig. 8—Optical micrograph of the mid–cross section of a cylindrical high-
purity Al-0.5 pct Cu specimen compressed at 2196 8C to 20.47 true strain,
etched to reveal lattice misorientations. The specimen had a moderate
^100& texture.

Fig. 10—Optical micrograph of the mid–cross section of a cylindrical high-
purity Al-0.5 pct Cu specimen compressed at room temperature to 20.72
true strain, etched to reveal lattice misorientations.

Fig. 9—Optical micrograph of the mid–cross section of a cylindrical high-
purity Al-0.5 pct Cu specimen compressed at 2196 8C to 20.68 true strain,
etched to reveal lattice misorientations.

Fig. 11—Optical micrograph of the mid–cross section of a cylindrical Al-
Cu-Si alloy deformed to 20.69 true strain at room temperature, etched
to reveal lattice misorientations. Only a minority of the grains exhibitsunderlying thesis research[80] was focused on recrystalliza-
deformation bands.

tion and was completed with only a few samples remaining
in the as-deformed condition when the great intrinsic interest
of the deformation banding was realized. The examples in

of deformation banding in the inhomogeneous (Figures 11Figures 8 through 12 are montages showing the structure
and 12) as compared to the homogeneous alloy (Figures 8over most of the respective specimens, compressed at tem-
through 10). Both of these features are doubtlessly due toperatures between 2196 8C and 200 8C to strains between 50
the presence of the precipitates, as follows. (a) The grainpct and 80 pct height reduction, as indicated. The correlated
refining effect of precipitates is, of course, well known. (b)stress-strain curves are shown in Figures 13 and 14. The
Seeing that DBs form in response to relatively minor stressgradations of overall gray shadings indicate the different
differences among slip system selections, the effect of pre-lattice orientations. X-ray analysis revealed a moderate ^100&
cipitates to inhibit DBs is intuitively expected, namely,texture in all samples, and thus the darkness variations
through their surrounding random internal stresses.among the grains are not as large as they otherwise would

be. Also, the evolution of DBs is favored by a ^100& texture,
as first observed by Barrett and Levenson.[29]

C. DB Morphology as a Function of Strain and Grain
Size

B. The Effect of Precipitates on CBs The most obvious differences in appearance between Fig-
ures 8 and 9 as compared to Figure 10 are due to the factThe immediately most obvious feature of the micrographs

is the smaller grain size and very much weaker development that the edges of the sample in Figure 10 were trimmed to
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Fig. 14—True stress–true strain compression curves for the Al-0.5 pct Cu-
Fig. 12—Optical micrograph of the mid–cross section of a cylindrical Al- 1 pct Si alloy at 1 pct per second strain rate at 2196 8C (cryogenic), room
Cu-Si alloy deformed to 20.69 true strain at 200 8C, etched to reveal lattice temperature, and 200 8C as indicated.
misorientations. Almost no DBs can be found.

distorted as they deform along with the material as a whole.
Since the DBs are delineated by dislocation rotation bound-
aries of somewhat restricted mobility, such global distortions
are not surprising. They are thus an indicator of the deviation
of actual polycrystalline strain from the unitary grain defor-
mation assumed alike in the Sachs/Boas and Schmid/Taylor/
Bishop and Hill models; this is quite apart from the comple-
mentary alternating strains in the DBs. Indications from
Figures 8 and 9 are that this global bending and twisting of
the individual grains in our samples of carefully uniaxially
compressed fcc metal is moderate up to about 50 pct strain
but becomes fairly severe at larger strains.

The micrographs show that DBs do not cross grain bound-
aries, although they can be continued by similar DBs on the
other side. By contrast, families of DBs profusely cross each
other, and higher magnifications (e.g., Reference 81) reveal
plentiful secondary within primary bands. As seen in the
micrographs and will be further explained in Part II, band
lengths and widths are correlated to the effect that longer
bands are also wider so that smaller grains exhibit a finerFig. 13—True stress–true strain compression curves for the Al-0.5 pct Cu
banding. Moreover, larger grains are evidently more pronealloy at 1 pct per second strain rate at 2196 8C (cryogenic), room tempera-
to develop DBs than smaller ones, so that small grains tendture, and 200 8C as indicated.
to have weaker or no DBs.

Perhaps the most impressive feature of Figures 8 through
10 is the sheer size of the largest DBs, that is limited onlyaccommodate the restricted size of the X-ray diffractometer;
by the size of the grains. Thus, the DBs range up to 0.5-cmthe same trimming was similarly done on the sample in
long and a 3-mm wide; in fact, they are easily visible withFigure 12. The resulting damage seemingly affected the
the naked eye. Barrett and Levenson[28] observed even longeretching about the periphery in Figure 10, but also in the other
DBs in aluminum, namely, about 4-cm long and 1-mm widesamples, the etching tends to deteriorate toward the edges.
extending inward from a surface and 1-cm long and 0.6-Comparison between Figures 8 and 9, both of which per-
mm wide in an interior grain. This may be compared withtain to compression at cryogenic temperature but differ in
the average dislocation cell size of about 0.5 mm in our casethe amount of strain, shows through the increasing contrast
and perhaps 1 mm in Reference 28. Hence, the largest DBsdifferences that the average angular misorientation among
utterly dwarf the dislocation cells. Yet, the smallest second-the bands increases with strain. This is expected as the
ary and tertiary bands may be only a few dislocation cellorientations within DBs approach those of the fully devel-
sizes across.[47,81]

oped texture components, beginning from a unitary orienta-
tion (compare the orientation fields in Figure 7 due to

D. Effect of Deformation TemperatureAhlborn). Comparison between Figures 8 and 9 also indi-
cates that the DBs are initially bounded by low-index crystal- In line with the evidence that DBs cease to form as the

deformation temperature is raised (e.g., Reference 50), thelographic planes and through further compression become
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